


. Remove the two push pins (A) and the 10mm bolt (B) 
from each side.
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. Open the hood and remove the radiator support cover 
and attached weatherstripping (save for reinstallation).
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. With assistance from a co-worker, carefully pull the front 
bumper cover forward until you can assess the two lower 
push pins that attached the air flow directors to the sides 
of the lower grille opening, then place the bumper cover 
onto a clean workbench for factory grille section removal.

. Pull out on the sides of the bumper cover to release them
from the front fenders.
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. Remove the eight (8) plastic push pins that secure the 
bottom of the bumper cover to the lower plastic cover. 
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. Remove the push pin securing the end of the flexible rub-
ber trim to the bottom of the vehicle at the inner fender 
liner (one each side).
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. Push back the front portion of the front fender liner to 
expose the bumper cover to front fender attaching bolts.
Use a 10mm socket to remove the attaching bolts (one
per side).

.

Remove the two 
push pins located in the front wheel openings (each 
side).
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. Once the emblems are installed, use a disc grinder to 
remove the alignment pins on the emblems prior to 
installation on the mesh grille.
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. Peel off the backing from the double faced tape, align 
the mounting pins with the holes in the emblem back-
ing plate and press the emblems firmly into place to set 
the tape.

. Install the supplied double faced tape to the back of the 
wreath and crest emblems.

. Use a body putty spreader or other non-metallic tool to 
remove the Cadillac wreath and crest from the factory 
grille. Do not try and use a screwdriver as you will dam-
age the wreath and crest.
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Remove the
retaining clip
and high pres-
sure hose from
the pump. Cap
pump outlet to
prevent fluid
loss (cap not
included). 

. Remove all the factory clips from the upper and lower 
grilles and remove them from the bumper cover.
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. Lower grille installation hardware close-up.

. Install the lower mesh grille assembly into the bumper 
opening reusing seven (7) of the original grille clips 
across the bottom and on the sides. 

. Install the supplied 1/4 - 20 x 3/4” carriage bolts 
through the lower black mesh retainer and through the 
upper mounting holes across the top of the lower grille 
opening and secure the bolts using 1/4” flat washers, 
1/4” lock washers and 1/4 - 20 hex nuts, completely 
tightening.

. Install the emblem assembly onto the grille using the 
large black plastic washers, stainless steel flat washers, 
stainless steel lock washers and #8-32 hex nuts. Make 
sure that the emblem is centered in the opening and 
tighten the hardware.
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. This is what the finished modification to the front license
plate bracket should look like in order for the lower 
mesh grille section to properly fit. 
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. With vehicles that have a front license plate bracket riv-
eted to the bumper cover, you must cut or grind flush 
the portion that protrudes into the lower bumper 
opening (shown prior to modification).
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. Use the supplied black cable ties to loop through the 
slots in the mounting bracket, retaining a mesh wire in 
the process.
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. Install the supplied 1/4 - 20 x 3/4” carriage bolts 
through the mesh frame and through the upper mount-
ing holes across the top of the lower grille opening and 
secure the bolts using 1/4” flat washers, 1/4” lock wash-
ers and 1/4 - 20 hex nuts, completely tightening.
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.
. Align the larger lower mesh grille 

into place, making sure all lower studs pass through the
holes drilled in .
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. Carefully align 
the supplied 4” black pressure tape and apply it to the 
lower painted section of the bumper cover. Wrap the 
top edge and paint out the factory mounting clip holes 
if the tape did not cover them. Trim the tape on the 
sides 1/8” back from the step in the bumper cover. Trim 
the tape from the holes drilled in the previous step.

. Drill the lower mounting holes to 3/8” diameter.
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.

Cut out and align the supplied tem-
plate to the lower painted portion of the driver side 
front bumper cover. Mark the hole locations with an awl
or similar pointed tool and flip the template over and 
mark the outer two hole locations onto the bumper 
cover.
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. Once the mesh is tight against the bracket, use wire 
cutters to remove any excess cable tie. Repeat at the 
other three (3) slots in the bracket.
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. With the help of a co-worker, realign the assembled 
front bumper cover back onto the vehicle, making sure 
that the brake cooling ducts are properly connected 
before clipping the sides of the bumper cover back into 
the front fenders.
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. Install the top plate mounting brackets onto the radiator
support panel as shown, reusing the factory hardware 
removed in , and the supplied M6 x 25mm hex 
head bolts, 1/4” lock washers and 1/4” flat washers.
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. Install the supplied black nylon retainers through the 
bumper cover and into the slots located at the top outer
corners of the mesh grille top plate.
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. Install the lower 1/4-20 x 3/4” mounting bolts, 1/4” flat 
washers and esna lock nuts to secure the bottom of the 
grille to the bumper cover. You must align the esna nut 
in place first, then thread the mounting bolt though the 
bumper cover, frame and the nut. There is not enough 
mesh clearance to install the bolt first without first align
ing the esna nut. Tighten the lower bolts completely.
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. Align the upper grille into place and install the supplied 
1/4-20 x 3/4” hex bolts, 1/4” flat washers and 1/4-20 
esna lock nuts. The flat washers need to be installed on 
the bumper cover side only. By installing the sides first, 
the bolts across the bottom of the grille will be much 
easier to line up and install. Tighten the hardware, then 
back the nut off 1/8 of a turn to allow for alignment 
adjustments.
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. Install a large black plastic washer and an 8-32 ESNA 
half nut onto each of the lower mounting studs and 
completely tighten to finish the larger lower mesh grille 
installation.
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. Install the supplied black truss head screw to keep the 
bumper cover in proper orientation with the grille 
frame. Repeat this procedure on the opposite side of the
vehicle. 
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. With the hood closed, make sure that the bumper cover
is flush with the edge of the hood. It may be necessary 
to pull the bumper cover forward and have a co-worker
open the hood in order to keep the bumper cover in 
place while drilling a 3/32” hole through the tab located
on the top plate.
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. Close the hood and recheck the left to right adjustment.
Once the grille is perfectly centered, check the in/out 
alignment. The grille frame should be flush with the sur-
face of the factory hood cap. If not, open the hood and 
position the grille as needed and tighten the black 
machine screws installed in . Close the hood and
verify the grille is properly aligned before proceeding to 
the next step.
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. Close the hood and check the grille alignment. Use a 
straight edge to make sure that the grille is perfectly 
center underneath the factory hood cap. You can shift 
the grille from left to right and eliminate any large gaps 
between the grille and the hood by loosening the top 
plate mounting brackets at the radiator support panel 
and moving the grille up or down and left or right as 
needed.
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. Install two black phillips head machine screws and esna 
lock nuts through the top plate and the top plate 
mounting bracket. The esna nuts are mounted under-
neath. Snug the nuts but do not tighten at this time.
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. Apply masking tape to the bumper cover and front fend
er to keep the bumper cover from unclipping from the 
front fenders until all factory fasteners are reinstalled.

. Reinstall all push fasteners across the bottom of the 
bumper cover and the push pins in the front wheel 
arches (not shown).
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. Finished installation.. Use glass cleaner to wipe the lower grille section clean 
to remove grease and fingerprints.

. Peel back a small section of double faced tape, align the 
factory moulding over the lower grille frame and slowly 
peel off the tape backing once the moulding is properly 
aligned. Press the moulding firmly in place to set the 
tape (2008-11 shown, 2012 similar).

45, 46

. Use a disc grinder to grind off the tabs retaining the fac-
tory chrome trim to the factory lower grille section and 
remove the chrome section for reuse on the new lower 
grille section (2008-11 shown, 2012 similar).

. Install the supplied 3/8”double 
faced tape to the back of the factory moulding (not 
shown).

Install the supplied 
to the back of the factory moulding 

(not shown).
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. Reinstall the radiator support panel cover with the 
attached weatherstripping, reusing the factory fasteners.
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. Once the truss head screws are installed, it may be nec-
essay to enlarge the upper factory push pin holes to 
reinstall the push pins without stressing the top edge of 
the bumper cover.

. Remove the masking tape from the bumper cover and 
front fenders installed in .
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E&G GRILLES BILLET GRILLES
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